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Results 
 
To test this data we have used the known historical data to simulate December over 
the previous 8 years. We then compare the expected losses of a farmer if they used 

1. The true number of days of frost in the month (the best you can do) 
2. The forecast number of days of frost 
3. The mean number of days of frost. This is our model of a naive farmer who 

does the same thing each year and should be thought of as a base line 
performance. 

 
We have performed this comparison on two regions, Aberdeen and Leeds, based on 
the data we have for the damage caused by frost or covering. The idea here is that 
Aberdeen will experience much harsher frosts than in Leeds and so we should see 
some different behaviour. 
 
Performing these simulations we get the following: 
 
Aberdeen 
 
 True frost days Forecast frost days Mean frost days 
Simulated 
Optimisation 

£3449 / ha £3470 / ha £3493 / ha 

Dynamic 
Optimisation 

£3716 / ha £3864 / ha £4005 / ha 

 
Leeds 
 
 True frost days Forecast frost days Mean frost days 
Simulated 
Optimisation 

£3456 / ha £4025 / ha £4120 / ha 

Dynamic 
Optimisation 

£4063 / ha £4427 / ha £4700 / ha 

 
To summarise this, this shows that in Aberdeen the cost in December is around 
£3700 / ha and of that there is maybe a £200 / ha difference between using optimal 
information and using the most basic information. Similarly in Leeds these figures 
become £4200 / ha and £700 / ha. As was mentioned before, these will be 
overestimates of the total losses incurred but they give a rough scale for the 
problem. Each of these total costs also includes cost for covering the field which has 
been estimated at around £2000 / ha. If you discount this figure and consider this an 
unavoidable cost then this shows you that the ability to correctly time the covering 
has a greater effect proportional to the costs incurred by damage to yield. 


